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Seven Group Holdings or Transurban?; 3 stocks to benefit
from the recovery 

Life and congestion are picking back up and our domestic economy is reopening. Charlie Aitken
is backing Team Australia again this week but sticking to the roads and infrastructure sector. Where
should you put your money: Transurban or Seven Group Holdings?

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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On the road again: Seven Group Holdings or
Transurban?
by Charlie Aitken

 
I think we can all feel that things are starting to return
to the “new normal” in Australia despite a pick-up in
COVID-19 cases in Victoria. 

We can all see with our own eyes in everyday life that
traffic and congestion is starting to pick back up as
the domestic economy reopens. 

While we all get frustrated by traffic and congestion, it
is clearly a factor you want to see if you believe in the
V-shaped economic recovery as such. 

On that theme it was interesting to see very up to
date data released by monopoly toll-road operator
Transurban (TCL) this week. This data point is worth
examining as it’s as close to real-time data as
investors can get. 

The strong recovery in traffic continued, with truck
traffic continuing to be resilient. The slower recovery
for Melbourne is driven by tighter restrictions and
reduced airport traffic. Truck traffic continues to
remain resilient, ranging from +2% to -6% for June 14
week in Australia. I continue to expect to see periods
of traffic volatility as authorities combat ongoing virus
outbreaks, I believe that the worst impacts are clearly
behind us. 

The rebound/resilience of truck traffic is encouraging
and suggests the domestic industrial economy is
recovering. While the charts above are short-term in
nature, basically tracking the COVID-19 period, on a
long-term basis they would look V-shaped and I’d
suggest they are a leading indicator of a strong
economic recovery in Australia over FY21. 

While I am not recommending buying expensive
Transurban shares up here, in fact I’m more
interested in selling it, I find their data sets very useful
in putting numbers behind daily observations. TCL’s
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data confirms what we can all see and that is that
traffic is heading back to normal. This is a good
development and gives me confidence in continuing
to back a Team Australia recovery in high quality
industrial businesses with a cyclical element. 

Last week I wrote the following for those who missed
it. 

“If I ran Australian money I would be increasing my
holdings in all four large cap Australian banks
(ANZ,CBA,NAB, WBC), increase my holdings in
discretionary retailers, led by Wesfarmers (Bunnings),
JB Hi-Fi (JBH), Harvey Norman (HVN) and
even Scentre Group (SCG) as people will return to
shopping malls. 

The final sector I would increase my holdings in
would be those with exposure to infrastructure
construction. Those include Seven Group Holdings
(SVW) (which owns Caterpillar, Coates Hire and 10%
stake in Boral), Boral (BLD) itself before it exits its
trouble North American business and becomes a
pure play Australian exposure and Lend Lease
(LLC)…Perhaps it’s time to sell the defensive
infrastructure play Transurban (TCL) to fund rotation
to cyclical infrastructure construction plays” 

Today I want to expand a little on the investment case
for Seven Group Holdings (SVW), a company whose
diversified industrial exposure looks well positioned to
capture the Australian economic recovery that will be
fuelled by a combination of record low interest rates,
record high fiscal stimulus and “confidence” (aka
animal spirits) return to consumers and businesses
as the COVID-19 threat eases. 

In the interests of full disclosure, you should be aware
that Australian Capital Equity, an entity controlled by
the Kerry Stokes Family, owns 19.9% of Aitken
Investment Management, while the Chairman on
Aitken Investment Management, Warwick Smith AO,
is also a Director of SVW. 

Seven Group Holdings recently updated investors
about current trading conditions and their strategy.
The analyst community upgraded consensus
earnings estimates after that presentation by CEO
Ryan Stokes and CFO Richard Richards. 

I suspect many of you don’t know exactly what SVW
owns and operates, so I’ll start at a high level. 

SVW is a diversified industrial, or what used to be
described as a conglomerate. One of its attractions is
its diversification, which is quite rare in corporate
Australia nowadays. 

SVW had $6.9b in assets with positions in industrial
services, energy, media and investments. Its majority
shareholder is the Kerry Stokes Family. 
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The recent trading update and associated
management conference call were positive, and as I
said above, led to analysts upgrading consensus
earnings estimates. 

Below I am going to quote directly from the UBS
analysts note from the management call which gives
a good summary of the pertinent points” 

“We hosted SGH management for a
“virtual” fireside chat. Our discussion with Ryan
Stokes (MD/CEO) and Richard Richards (CFO)
focused on current trading conditions in key
end-markets (i.e. Australian infrastructure, mining
and energy) as well as the recent strategic
investment in Boral.  SGH provided a FY20
YTD trading update. WesTrac’s 11-month revenues
are up 15% y/y vs. UBSe +14% (12m). While Coates
Hire’s 11m revenues are up 2% y/y vs. Use flat
(12m).  SGH also noted that WesTrac had recently
won two major truck & ancillary fleet orders with FMG
at Eliwana and Iron Bridge. These orders follow other
fleet orders with Newmont, Rio Tinto and BHP. We
size the total revenue pool for these fleets at over
A$1bn and expect the orders to be delivered
through FY20 -FY23, which underpins our revenue
growth forecasts across these periods. 

What is SGH’s intention with its 10% stake
in Boral? SGH recently acquired a strategic position
in Boral for a capital outlay of c. A$360mn, (vs. spot
of A$430mn, i.e. 5% of Use EV). SGH noted that its
screening process had identified   Boral   as   a  
leading   Australian   industrials   business   with  
some   current challenges around leadership,
strategy, litigation and execution.  As
Boral’s largest shareholder, we would expect SGH to
leverage its position to influence strategic and value
enhancement outcomes at Boral, particularly with
respect to the shape of Boral’s business portfolio in
the US.                

 A solid financial position with significant balance
sheet flexibility SGH has secured over A$700mn in
new funding facilities across an oversubscribe USPP
issue and other facilities. We think SGH now has c.
A$1.3bn of available liquidity providing flexibility
around short- and medium-term maturities, Westrac
working capital demands and any potential growth
opportunities. 

We are attracted to SGH’s two key operational and
value drivers, Coates Hire and WesTrac, which are
supported by ongoing infrastructure development and
bulk mine production.  While the stock is trading at a
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headline FY21E EV/EBITDA of 8x, we think the
operating EV/EBITDA is closer to 6x (excl.
investments, associates, etc.) with Coates at 5x
and WesTrac at 7x.” 

If you are looking for a way of playing an economic
recovery in Australia, with an emphasis on exposure
to infrastructure spending (Coates Hire) and bulk
mine production (Westrac/Caterpillar) then SVW is a
stock you should consider for your portfolio. 

SVW remains on a P/E discount to the ASX200 which
makes it attractive from a valuation perspective
versus the quality, duration and diversity of its asset
base. Paying 13.4x earnings at the bottom of the
cycle is attractive in my opinion. 

The dividend yield around 2.5% is sustainable and an
added attraction of the stock in what will remain an
ultra-low interest rate environment for many, many
years to come. SVW state their aim is to maximise
return to stakeholders through long-term sustainable
value creation. That return includes dividends. 

I thought I’d finish with a conversation starter for your
next dinner party…did you know that Caterpillar 793F
mining trucks consume $3.9m in parts and
maintenance over 10 years? That’s a business you
want exposure to. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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3 B2B stocks that will benefit from our recovery
by Tony Featherstone

 
I always approach June 30 with a sense of relief. With
my business and individual tax returns done,
insurance sorted and last-minute bills issued, it is a
time to reflect and plan. 

The economic impact of the Coronavirus has made
this End of Financial Year (EOFY) extra stressful for
small business. Collapsing cash flows, rental
renegotiations, JobKeeper, cashflow-boost tax
eligibility…the challenges were unrelenting for many
enterprises. 

The upside is volatility can mean work for select
companies that provide products and services to
small business. My accountant, for example, has
never been busier. 

Volatility also creates investment opportunity. Listed
companies that sell to small business were
slaughtered during the March sell-off, even though
some have defensive products. 

One of them, Xero (XRO), was among this column’s
first ideas during COVID-19. Accounting software is
as defensive as it gets in business-to-business (B2B)
services. Owners who install accounting software and
manage their business around it, are usually reluctant
to change providers. 

JB Hi-Fi (JBH) was another of my early ideas during
COVID-19. The boom in remote working was a
godsend for JBH and Harvey Norman
Holdings (HVN). So, too, the cashflow tax boost, as
some eligible small businesses spent part of their
government support on work devices. 

Insurance is another example. I hate paying
Workcover and other business-related insurance, but
much of it is unavoidable. The market pummelled
insurance brokers during the sell-off even though

paying for cover is akin to paying for electricity: you
cannot operate without it. 

So, too, debt collection. I nominated Credit Corp
Group (CCP) in this column on May 20 and remain
positive on it. Having raised equity capital, CCP is in
an excellent position to buy oodles of distressed debt
due to COVID-19 and recover enough of it. 

Of course, COVID-19 thumped many companies that
service small businesses. Slumping credit growth and
elevated bad-debt risks are a toxic combination for
fintech lenders that lend to small and medium-size
enterprises (SMEs). But some fintechs may have
fallen too far. 

There will be no rapid recovery for small business. An
economic and mortgage “cliff” is fast approaching
with JobSeeker payments and six-month
loan-repayment deferrals due to end in September.  

Then there is the risk of a second wave of infections
in Victoria encouraging other state governments to
delay easing restrictions, thus jeopardising the timing
of any economic recovery. 

Sadly, many SMEs, especially those in tourism, cafes
and retail, will not survive. But that, too, brings
opportunity. For example, Domino’s
Pizza Enterprises (DMP), another favoured stock of
mine, could increase its market share as many
smaller fast-food operators close. 

My point is: look for companies that sell defensive
products and services to businesses, ideally larger
ones that are better placed to withstand the crisis. 

It is hard to imagine it now, but when the economy
roars back to life in FY22 (my base investment cases)
these three business-to-business (B2B) companies
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will benefit.

1. Hansen Technologies (HSN)

The software provider has lagged the tech recovery,
even though its billing systems are mission-critical
technology for utilities, telcos, energy
and pay-TV companies. 

Hansen has been a quality small cap for a long time.
Its 10-year annualised shareholder return is 22%,
Morningstar data shows. Over three years, the annual
return is minus 8%. 

Hansen tumbled from a 52-week high of $4.29 to
$2.62 during the COVID-19 crisis, even though its
May trading update said the company “did not
envisage a decisive downturn (to its customers’
billing operations)”. Prudently, Hansen withdrew
earnings and revenue guidance and now trades at
$2.99. 

The well-run, well-capitalised company has a
relatively low market profile and few broking firms
cover it – an opportunity for eagle-eyed investors. 

Hansen has many challenges, but not even
COVID-19 can stop the dreaded electricity, gas,
phone and water bills – or the use of its billing
software. Defensive, recurring earnings from critical
services, always precious, are especially valuable
during a pandemic. 

Chart 1: Hansen Technologies 

Source: ASX

2. Steadfast Group (SDF)

The market could not get enough of the insurance
broker before COVID-19, its stock soaring more than
40% in 2019. Then, from a 52-week high of $4.10 in
late February, Steadfast tumbled to $2.33 in early

April. It trades at $3.40. 

Before COVID-19, Steadfast said FY20 results would
be “at the top end of guidance”. Sensibly, it withdrew
guidance in March due to the uncertainty. 

Steadfast’s monthly updates are encouraging. The
latest this week said FY20 underlying earnings
(EBITDA) to end-May are in line with the company’s
pre-COVID expectations. Cost cuts are helping offset
premium-rate increases and small volume
reductions. 

Importantly, Steadfast’s Gross Written Premium
(GWP) is mostly sourced from medium-size
enterprises. Just over 10% comes from retailers and
other smaller businesses that are most vulnerable to
recession and likely to cancel or downgrade
insurance. 

As Australia’s largest general insurance brokerage
network, Steadfast has the scale and balance sheet
to weather what will be an extraordinarily tough 12-18
months. 

Steadfast management has done a good job so far
during the crisis and the share price can continue
rising, albeit at a slower pace from here, in
expectation of a resumption in GWP growth from
FY2022. 

The stock looks moderately undervalued for
long-term portfolio investors. Macquarie Wealth
Management’s 12-month price target of $3.70 looks
reasonable. 

Chart 2: Steadfast Group 

Source: ASX 

3. ProspaGroup (PGL) 
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I agonised over including the fintech lender to SMEs
in this column. Having plunged during
COVID-19, Prospa’s valuation is factoring in deep,
prolonged recession. 

Prospa has low earnings viability. Nobody knows how
many SMEs will collapse later this year and how that
will affect bad-debt levels. Prospa is exposed to the
problem’s pointy end: online loans for SMEs that
need cash. 

Prospa is a great idea in a growing economy. Simple,
online loans for small business, some of which do not
require asset security, appeals. In a sudden
recession, the concept is an impairment nightmare if
collapsing small businesses cannot pay loans. 

However, every stock has its price. Prospa is down
almost 80% from its $5.09 high. The stock hit 40
cents at its low and trades at $1.06. The offer price
in Prospa’s 2019 float was $3.78. 

Conservative investors should avoid Prospa. This
stock is not for the faint-hearted given the risk of SME
bad debts. However, long-term, experienced
investors who can tolerate higher risk – and withstand
further potential falls in Prospa – should read on. 

In its June 2020 trading update, Prospa noted
improving loan demand in Australia and New
Zealand, albeit after two horrific months. Almost a fifth
of Prospa’s SME customers on loan deferrals have
returned to full repayments since mid-May,
suggesting a muted recovery. 

Loan origination this quarter will be sharply down with
so many SMEs in hibernation. But as restrictions
ease and more SMEs resume, some will seek new
credit to fund expansion. 

Either way, I have Prospa on my portfolio watchlist. I
hesitate to buy stocks now due to lack of earnings
visibility for most small lenders. It is impossible to
value Prospa on future earnings. 

It would not surprise me if Prospa falls below $1
during the next market sell-off. The key number is
how many of its 5,501 customers on loan-repayment
deferrals move to full repayments. 

Technical analysis can help with situations such
as Prospa. Look for the stock to make a base in the
accumulation phase as the smart money builds
positions. Buy when it breaks out of the sideways
phase and convincingly starts to trend higher. 

In higher-risk turnaround ideas, I prefer to miss some
of the early share-price recovery and buy when a
clear uptrend has begun. I have seen too many
investors over the years buy turnaround situations too
early, “catching a falling knife”, as they say. 

Prospa could easily bounce around the bottom for
some time or go lower, such is the uncertainty with
SME debts. I suspect the stock, in a few years, will
look cheap at today’s prices when the economy is in
full swing again and SMEs are eager for credit. 

Chart 3: Prospa 

Source: ASX 

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor
of BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines.
The information in this article should not be
considered personal advice. It has been prepared
without considering your objectives, financial situation
or needs. Before acting on information in this article
consider its appropriateness and accuracy regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at June 24,
2020. 
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books 

ANZ BANKING GROUP (ANZ) was upgraded to
Add from Hold by Morgans 

Morgans has a positive view on the major banks at
current share prices, with the exception
of Commonwealth Bank (CBA). While system credit
growth is subdued, the major banks are expected to
regain home lending market share amid funding
stress for the non-bank lenders. Low interest rates
are expected to continue being a headwind to net
interest margins. ANZ Bank is upgraded to Add from
Hold. A final dividend is expected to be declared in
November. Target is steady at $17. 

CLASS (CL1) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Ord Minnett 

The share price has fallen -37% since the peak in
February, including -17% in the past week, Ord
Minnett notes. The company has not formally updated
guidance since the first half result but the broker
retains forecasts broadly in line with previously
provided targets and is comfortable these can be
achieved. The stock has now fallen far enough and
the broker envisages good value amid several
catalysts on the horizon, upgrading to Buy from Hold.
Target is reduced to $1.50 from $1.76. 

ECLIPX GROUP (ECX) was upgraded to
Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley 

Morgan Stanley looks for names in the sector that
exhibit differentiated growth and resilience in their
business model along with re-rating catalysts. The
broker’s top pick is EclipX Group as it has the
strongest growth potential and a unique funding
model that peers are replicating. The valuation

remains attractive and the broker upgrades to
Overweight from Equal-weight. Target is raised to
$1.70 from $1.10. Industry view is In-Line. 

MCMILLAN SHAKESPEARE (MMS) was upgraded
to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley 

Morgan Stanley observes McMillan Shakespeare is
trading below historical averages and a macro
rebound remains the key catalyst. An alternative
revenue stream
from PlanPartners helps offset novated headwinds.
Rating is upgraded to Overweight from Equal-weight.
Target is lowered to $11.50 from $14.00. In-Line
sector view. 

SIGMA HEALTHCARE (SIG) was upgraded to
Neutral from Sell by UBS 

UBS estimates a combined earnings benefit of $8m
for Sigma Healthcare from 2021 on the basis of the
pharmacy wholesale funding in the seventh
Community Pharmacy Agreement. Earnings forecasts
are updated accordingly, resulting in upgrades of
11-12% over the forecast period. Any benefit,
nevertheless, will be required to offset PBS price
reductions and higher logistics/freight costs. Rating is
upgraded to Neutral from Sell as the stock is now
considered fair value. Target is raised to $0.61 from
$0.53. 

WESTERN AREAS (WSA) was upgraded to Buy
from Hold by Ord Minnett 

Ord Minnett reviews the valuation for Western Areas
and has become more positive on the nickel sector.
Odysseus mine assumptions are updated and
exploration value has increased. Western Areas has
greater leverage to a positive longer-term nickel price
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compared with what the broker had been previously
modelling and the rating is upgraded to Buy from
Hold. Target is raised to $3.30 from $2.20. 

In the not-so-good books 

ALTIUM (ALU) was downgraded to Lighten from
Hold by Ord Minnett 

The company has downgraded again – Ord Minnett
counts five times since December – citing weaker
June sales and a potential softness in renewal
activity. This reinforces the view for the broker that
Altium is primarily a licence-driven software company
which benefits from strong margins in good times but
lacks the visibility on revenue in hard times. Given the
headwinds, Ord Minnett downgrades to Lighten from
Hold. Target is reduced to $29.50 from $31.70. 

CASSINI RESOURCES (CZI) was downgraded to
Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett 

OZ Minerals (OZL) has launched a $73m scrip
takeover bid for Cassini Resources. Management and
major shareholders support the transaction and Ord
Minnett envisages limited chance of a fresh or higher
bid emerging. Importantly, shareholders will retain
the Yarrawinda project option via a new vehicle. The
broker reduces the target to $0.16 from $0.30 to
reflect the offer price and downgrades to Hold from
Speculative Buy. 

EVOLUTION MINING (EVN) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie 

The results of grade control drilling at Evolution
Mining’s Mt Carlton project have led to a -75koz
reduction in the earlier gold production life-of-mine
plan, and a subsequent -$75-100m impairment of the
project’s carrying value. Macquarie is not overly
surprised, but downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform and drops its target to $5.40 from $5.60.
The Cowal underground study will be a key catalyst
later this year, the broker notes, while the divestment
of Cracow will reduce group costs. 

HELLOWORLD (HLO) was downgraded to Hold
from Buy by Ord Minnett 

Ord Minnett notes, following a market update in May,

the share price has risen sharply. At the same time
the market has focused on the opening up of the
domestic travel market and what earnings could look
like in a post-pandemic world. While comfortable with
the long-term investment view, Ord Minnett
downgrades to Hold from Buy, based on the rise in
the share price. Target is raised to $2.58 from $1.98. 

QUBE HOLDINGS (QUB) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi, to Reduce from Hold by
Morgans and to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett 

Citi notes the share price has risen 34% since the
equity raising and early May. While the near-term
operating outlook remains uncertain the broker lowers
the rating to Neutral from Buy/High
Risk. Qube Holdings has announced Woolworths
(WOW) as its next major tenant at Moorebank, further
defining the path to realisation of the project. Capital
expenditure at Moorebank continues to expand, with
the company funding more of the development and
warehousing for tenants than originally expected. Citi
awaits further clarification on the capital intensity in
the FY20 results. Target is raised to $3.15 from
$2.71. 

Qube Holdings has signed Woolworths (WOW) as a
tenant at its Moorebank logistics terminal. The trade
off is an increase in Moorebank’s ultimate
construction budget. Morgans has lifted its target to
$2.45 from $2.38 but as this is still well short of the
trading price, which included a big jump on the news,
the broker downgrades to Reduce from Hold. The risk
for the broker is it may be undervaluing Moorebank
but as a high beta stock, Qube is vulnerable if a
broader market decline transpires, the broker notes. 

Qube Holdings has agreed to fund $420-460m in
construction costs to develop two distribution centres
for Woolworths((WOW) in Moorebank, leased over 20
years. Ord Minnett believes Woolworths can attract
other such customers to the precinct, de-risking
assumptions surrounding warehouse utilisation. The
company is on track to generate an 18%
development margin through the transaction.
However, Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from Buy,
given the current headwinds for transport and the
increased capital expenditure. Target is raised to
$2.95 from $2.58. 
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SYDNEY AIRPORT HOLDINGS (SYD) was
downgraded to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett 

Passenger numbers fell -97% in May. On the positive
side, Ord Minnett notes Standard and Poor’s
retained its credit rating of BBB-plus with a negative
outlook, given the range of measures undertaken by
the company. Ord Minnett reduces international traffic
forecasts for 2020, given a reduced likelihood of
broader international travel until 2021. The stock is
trading ahead of the target, which has been reduced
to $5.10 from $5.60, and the rating is downgraded to
Lighten from Hold. 

TRANSURBAN GROUP (TCL) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by UBS 

Transurban’s update has revealed steadily improving
traffic on Australian roads. This has given the
company confidence to allow a June half distribution
of 16c, ahead of UBS estimates. The broker forecasts
$0.49 in distributions for FY21 based on a 100%
pay-out. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy
following a strong performance in the share price.
Target is raised to $14.85 from $13.85. 

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
1. Would you mind telling me in percentage terms
the position of your portfolio you hold in cash? I
am in pension phase and not sure what to do.

I keep very little money in cash (less than 1%), but I
am not in pension and I invest for growth. I do have
money in term deposits, hybrid securities and higher
risk credit funds, and take the view that I can readily
liquidate most of these investments to either raise
cash or re-allocate to other growth-based
investments. 

What is right for you depends on your risk appetite,
your need for income, how important capital
preservation is, whether you can liquidate other
investments readily and your need (or not) for growth.
As a rule of thumb, some persons in your situation
ensure that they have as cash on hand the next 12 to
18 months’ pension  – this buys time and they
shouldn’t be forced into a situation where they may
have to hurriedly liquidate other investments. 

2. I currently own MFF Capital Investments (MFF)
and have been thinking of selling it and buying
WCMQ. I have had a great run with MFF over 6
years. I am a bit cautious with WCMQ as it has not
had a long history. I know you speak highly of the
investment manager WCM.

The Chris Mackay managed MFF Capital
Investments Ltd (MFF) is a big play on Mastercard,
Visa and cash. Sounds like a stock for the “true
believers”! They are not particularly forthcoming on
performance data, so it is a little hard to tell just how
well they are doing in relation to their investment
objectives. 

While I wouldn’t suggest a “sell” per se of MFF,
diversification into other managers is a sound
strategy and WCM is one of the best, if not the best

available locally. They have been running this
strategy for close on 20 years. I am biased because I
am a Non-Executive Director of WQG (the listed
investment company managed by WCM). It is still
trading at a discount to NTA, so I would buy that in
preference to the quoted managed fund (WCMQ).   

3. Do you recommend subscribing to the
upcoming Challenger Financial Group (CGF)
share purchase plan? 

My inclination is “no” (I find Challenger a really
difficult stock to analyse and the annuity market faces
headwinds), but you won’t need to make the call until
just shy of the close date on July 21. 

The stock is now trading below the institutional
placement price of $4.89 (it closed yesterday at
$4.74), which is not a particularly encouraging sign.
You are protected in that the SPP is the lower of
$4.89 and a 2% discount to the average trading price
in the last week of the SPP offer period. 

As for the brokers, all the 7 majors are “neutral” on
the stock. The consensus target price is $5.09, with a
range of $4.40 as the low by Ord Minnett through to a
high of $5.50 by Credit Suisse. 

 4. I want to invest in quality – the issue I face is
spotting that quality. I’m not that financially
literate, but I’d like to learn more about how to
look at a company’s books and other financial
information and know what it means in a real
sense and from that, be better at assessing its
quality. Can you recommend any good books that
teach how to analyse a company?

Answer by Peter Switzer: Thanks for the question. I
have a new book on Shares coming out shortly – it
should be available in a couple of months. In the
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interim, one of my favourite books on this subject
is Bulls, bears and a croupier by Matthew Kidman. 

Would you like your share questions answered by
Paul Rickard? Submit your question here.  

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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